Abstract-Champion photovoltaic (PV) cell and module efficiencies have been reported in Progress in PV since 1993. Following the evolution of these efficiencies enables researchers to track the progress of various technologies. National Renewable Energy Laboratory has maintained a historical chart of the champion cell efficiencies, but has not published a similar chart of champion module efficiencies. Here, we analyze champion module efficiencies and compare them to champion cell efficiencies to better understand technology trends over the last three decades, highlighting that, in some cases, module efficiencies exceed 90% of cell efficiencies. Recommendations are provided on how to change the data collection and reporting for champion efficiencies to increase the value of these records.
During the development of PV devices, focusing on the improvement of cell structures is important. However, in the ultimate deployment of PV in the field, these cell structures need to be incorporated into a module, which requires development of interconnects, packaging, bypass diodes, and, sometimes, power electronics. Integrating a cell into a module results in improvements in some areas, such as light trapping (reflected light by the ribbons, busbars, and fingers can be internally reflected back toward the cell surface) and stability in the field, and power losses in others, such as losses due to series resistance and light being reflected by the front surface of the glass and by the backsheet between cells. Studying the performance of PV at the module level may also guide research toward defining the final form of the device. For example, developing novel light management designs that are optimized for the entire package, including encapsulant, glass frontsheet, backsheet, light-trapping features (light capturing ribbon and light reflective film), and the antireflection coating (ARC) on the glass. It is useful to consider not only champion efficiencies, but also average production efficiencies as a function of time. For example, production module efficiencies have been summarized based on advertised efficiencies from websites [7] , [8] .
For modules constructed from individual cells, the total module power divided by the sum of the cell power, called cellto-module (CTM) ratio, can be considered as an important parameter to optimize the module design, but this method can be misleading. For example, this CTM ratio can be increased by just increasing the gap between cells, which results in increasing the power output but decreases the module efficiency and increases the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE). Metrics characterizing the relative performance of modules and cells vary; here, we consider for each technology the ratio of the champion module efficiency to the champion cell efficiency at a given time.
Historically, the Progress in Photovoltaics (PIP) charts have reported efficiencies using aperture area, designated area, or total area [3] . For measurements of cell efficiencies, measurements other than total area may be more useful. For example, a concentrator cell that is illuminated through concentrating optics may have light incident on only a part of the cell. It is useful to understand the conversion efficiency for that area rather than the efficiency for the larger area, including area that is not illuminated. Also, for some cells and mini-modules, measurement of the total area efficiency may be challenging and use of an aperture can reduce the uncertainty of the measurement. However, measurements of commercial module efficiencies are most useful when reported relative to the total area because the total-area efficiency captures edge effects and represent the performance of the product in the field. While not always available, the most useful metric for modules is the efficiency relative to the total area of the module.
This paper summarizes the historical champion module and cell efficiency data for each technology, including Si, CdTe, CIGS, amorphous silicon, organic, perovskite, and III-V technologies and undertakes to define a "Best module efficiency chart." The time evolution of the champion efficiencies is discussed and the cell and module efficiency ratios are compared. Recommendations are made about how maintaining a "Best module efficiency chart" and related data can be most useful to the community in the future.
II. DATA COLLECTION METHODS
The existing "Best Research-cell Efficiencies" chart [1] includes efficiencies reported in the PIP Efficiency Tables [3] as well as efficiencies that were measured at NREL, but were not selected for publication in the PIP tables. For this study, cell and module efficiencies were taken from the PIP Efficiency Tables and additional data were included from NREL's historical "Best Research-cell Efficiencies" chart as well as other data that would meet the PIP Table's quality requirements, but did  not meet PIP Table' s definition of a new record (see discussion in Section IV-B).
For simplicity, we have omitted some technologies with limited data, such as very-thin (e.g., 2-μm-thick) silicon, dyesensitized cells, and non-III-V technologies measured under light concentration.
III. DATA SUMMARIES

A. All-Technology Module Efficiency Summary
A summary of reported module efficiencies for all technologies is shown in Fig. 1 . Comparison of these efficiencies is complicated by the strong dependence of achievable efficiency on the module size. This graph provides a counterpart to the "Best Research-cell Efficiencies" chart that NREL has published [1], Fig. 2 . Champion efficiencies for silicon cells and modules as a function of time, type, and area. The symbol size reflects the device area, as indicated. Data for monocrystalline and multicrystalline devices are shown in the top and lower panels, respectively, with both panels using the same symbol designations.
but scales the size of the point to the area of the module to emphasize the larger modules, while allowing visualization of all data. Modules with areas greater than 200 cm 2 are included. As expected, the multijunction III-V data demonstrate the highest efficiencies (especially for the concentrator modules). The monocrystalline silicon data are next highest. Champion CdTe and CIGS module efficiencies are now approaching the multicrystalline silicon efficiencies. The data are explored in more detail by technology in the following sections; discussion and recommendations for continued tracking of module efficiencies are summarized in the final section.
B. Silicon
A summary of reported silicon cell and module efficiencies is shown in Fig. 2 . The legend uses the abbreviations "AlBSF" for a conventional planar back-contact cell (including the metal-wrap-through approach and a variety of other early designs), "PassC" for passivated-contact (also referred to as carrier-selective contacts) solar cells (including heterojunction with intrinsic thin (HIT) layer [9] and the TOPCon [10] technology), "IBC" for interdigitated back contact [11] , and "PERC" for passivated emitter; rear contact or rear locally diffused (PERL) technology [5] , [12] . Some of the many variations on these that are not differentiated in this legend include use of ion implantation, type of surface texturing, type of passivation, absorber thickness and/or type of wafer, and buried laser-groove contacts. The categorization of some structures may be debated. For example, the latest cells combining an IBC structure with passivated contacts using amorphous-silicon developed by Kaneka, Panasonic, and Sharp are plotted twice, as both PassC and IBC. We found that these four categories helped to differentiate the timelines of development of the various structures, and suggest that this or a similar categorization may be useful in tracking development of silicon cells in the future, as discussed below. Fig. 2 shows how monocrystalline devices have consistently outperformed multicrystalline devices, but shows also that the gap between the best efficiencies of mono-and multicrys-talline devices of the same area and the same type has stayed relatively constant for the highest values. Although the "Best Research-cell Efficiency" chart from NREL implies that there was no improvement in efficiency of monocrystalline silicon cells between 1999 (25% "designated area" efficiency for a 4 cm 2 PERL cell) and 2014, Fig. 2 clearly shows that there has been a continuous improvement in efficiency for large devices, even surpassing the 1999 small-area cell record. It also shows how the types of cells and modules reporting the highest efficiencies have evolved with time. The early increase in efficiency of the conventional cells made with aluminum back-surface fields were quickly surpassed by the higher efficiencies of the PERC and PERL cells made at the University of New South Wales (UNSW). Between about 1985 and 2000, in parallel with the development of the PERL cells, IBC cells were developed at Stanford University and commercialized at SunPower, though the early commercial deployment was mostly for concentrator, solar race car, and solar airplane applications. Development of the HIT cells and associated commercial modules at Sanyo (in the passivated-contact category) came a little later.
The delay between achieving a high small-cell efficiency and a high large-cell efficiency appears to be highly variable, based on the data in Fig. 2 . More careful analysis of the data suggests that the time for module implementation depends largely on whether the champion cells are being reported by an R&D lab or by a company developing the cells for commercial implementation. Typically, the need to identify low-cost manufacturing processes for the more complex processing sequences associated with the PERC and IBC approaches was a limiting step. For example, SunPower/Honda reported in 1993 an efficiency of 21.6% for a small IBC module (862 cm 2 ) [13] . The IBC cells, designed for a Honda solar race car [14] , were relatively small (17.6 cm 2 ) and were fabricated with an expensive process using photolithography, vacuum-evaporated ARC, and sputtered metallization. It took about another 10 years for SunPower to establish a low-cost IBC process and to commercialize a full-size PV module with large-area (125 × 125 mm 2 ) cells of similar efficiency. Another example is the development of highefficiency multicrystalline cells. In 2004, Fraunhofer Institute ISE reported a 20.4% multicrystalline silicon solar cell [15] . The cell was only 1 cm 2 in size. It took another 10 years for the PV industry to report an equivalent efficiency on full-size cells. In 2014, Trina Solar reported a 20.8% efficient multicrystalline solar cell of 243 cm 2 [16] , a result that was upgraded to 21.25% just one year later [17] . UNSW reported an efficiency of 22.7% (later revised to 22.9%) for a small (778 cm 2 ) monoSi PERC module in 1996 [18] . A number of companies today have developed full-size PERC modules, but these champion efficiencies have not been tracked in the PIP Efficiency Tables because they have lower efficiencies than the PassC or IBC modules. For example, Trina Solar reported a 22.6%-efficient PERC monocrystalline cell in December 2016 [19] , [20] , which is less than the 25%-26% efficiencies reported for IBC and PassC cells in the same time period. While this could be interpreted to imply that the PERC cells are inferior in terms of efficiency, there is substantial commercial interest in PERC modules in terms of cost effectiveness; tracking the evolution of efficiencies for large cells and modules aids in assessing this commercial interest. This shows how important it is to present efficiency records from the perspective of the type of solar cell structure and solar cell or module size. For careful analyses, it is also essential to track the type of area (total area versus dedicated or aperture area) used to measure the efficiency.
Historically, efficiencies for multicrystalline devices have been ∼4% (absolute) lower in efficiency than monocrystalline cells or modules of similar size. However, recently, the difference in mono-versus multicrystalline Si efficiency champions has narrowed to <2% for PERC cells, mainly due to the recent development of high-performance multicrystalline substrates with smaller grain size and lower dislocation density. As seen in Fig. 2 , champion multicrystalline silicon efficiencies today are mostly dominated by PERC approaches, while the IBC and PassC designs typically have higher efficiencies for monocrystalline silicon, reflecting the ∼4% difference between mono-and multicrystalline cells for the IBC and PassC designs, but the smaller difference for the PERC designs. This difference may reflect the inability of the multicrystalline devices in replicating the high open-circuit voltages V oc achieved for the IBC and PassC monocrystalline cells, while the V oc s for the monoand multicrystalline Si PERC cells are closer.
C. Thin-Film-CdTe
CdTe cell (open circles) and module efficiencies are shown in Fig. 3 . Throughout the 1980s, CdTe was deposited by various techniques, including spray deposition, electrodeposition, screen printing, physical vapor deposition, molecular organic chemical vapor deposition, and atomic layer epitaxy [21] . Record cell efficiencies were around 11%. Cell efficiency improved significantly to 15.8% in the early 1990s when the University of Southern Florida deposited CdTe by close-spaced sublimation onto glass/SnO 2 :F/SnO 2 /CdS substrates at ∼600°C. This film stack was subsequently annealed in CdCl 2 , and then a back contact process that diffused Cu into the CdTe was applied [22] , [23] . NREL increased the cell efficiency to 16 [24] . This record stood for about a decade because it was difficult to introduce further improvements in the CdTe defect chemistry and film stack. In addition, research focus shifted to understanding and translating research cell efficiency to industry.
The large gap between module efficiencies and cell efficiencies from the 1990s to 2010 was partly because industry during this time was not able to replicate record cell efficiencies internally or across large areas in production. Another cause for the large gap is that CdTe module-to-cell efficiency ratios are ∼85%-90% when optimized. Monolithic modules are typically made with hundreds of cells. The scribes for interconnecting these cells, edge delete, and other module features contribute to areas that do not convert sunlight into electricity. Large modules also have series resistance from the transparent conducting oxide that record cells can avoid with specialized cell structures and contact schemes.
The gap between cell and module efficiencies narrowed after 2011 to optimum values. More aggressive efficiency improvements were driven in part because the $/W p cost of multi-Si panels began to compete with CdTe panels directly, so CdTe panels needed to improve and match multi-Si performance directly. First Solar and PrimeStar Solar/General Electric traded world record cell efficiencies, and at the same time produced uniform modules with similar aperture efficiency to champion cells. In 2013, the companies merged their technologies and continued to increase performance. The thickness of the absorptive CdS window layer was progressively decreased and eventually replaced with CdSeTe grading. Along with other optical improvements, this increased the photocurrent from ∼26 to more than 31 mA/cm 2 [25] , [26] . Back contact improvements increased the stability and fill factor. At the same time, carrier lifetimes steadily improved partly from better interface quality and the introduction of CdSeTe [27] , [28] . As a result of these improvements, CdTe modules have achieved similar performance to multi-Si and costs competitive with fossil fuels in many locations [29] .
For decades, CdTe hole density has been limited to the order of 10 14 cm -3 . Recent work indicates p-CdTe can simultaneously achieve hole densities exceeding 10 16 cm -3 and lifetimes greater than 100 ns [30] . So there is more opportunity to significantly increase CdTe cell and module efficiencies [31] . In addition, there is still a gap between record modules and production modules that will decrease as new technology is transferred into production.
Historically, commercial CdTe modules have been somewhat smaller than silicon modules, somewhat increasing the balance of system costs because of the need to handle a greater number of modules. To address this, First Solar is preparing to launch their Series 6 modules, which will be 120 cm × 180 cm (∼21 000 cm 2 ) and about 400 W, thereby competing directly with the power rating of even the largest silicon modules.
D. Thin-film-CIGS
A summary of CIGS cell, submodule, and module efficiencies is shown in Fig. 4 . The history of CIGS cell efficiencies shows the following four periods:
1) steady efficiency increases with empirical optimization of the absorber and heterojunction partners up to 1995 [32] ; 2) rapid efficiency increases with the introduction of Ga and the associated bandgap grading from 1995 to 1999 [33] , [34] ; 3) modest efficiency increases from 2000 to 2010 as tighter process control and finer understanding of multiple layers in the devices were developed [35] , [36] ; 4) a period of more rapid increases from 2010 to the present, reflecting both larger scale industrial involvement in record-setting devices [37] and the introduction of alkali surface treatments [38] . CIGS cell efficiencies reached 18%-20% in the 1995-2000 timeframe, while CdTe cell efficiencies reached this range only after 2010. At present, record cell efficiencies are similar for CIGS (22.6% for 0.4 cm 2 ), CdTe (22.1% for 0.5 cm 2 ), multicrystalline Si (21.9% 1 for 4 cm 2 ), and perovskites (22.1% for 0.1 cm 2 ) [39] . CIGS module efficiencies have increased steadily over the years, largely mirroring the size of the industrial effort. The difference between small cell and module efficiency (Δη) was also decreased. Such decreases can be associated with maturation of industrial process control, implementation of research advances on the manufacturing line, and optimization of module-specific features such as scribe lines or grids on singulated cells [40] .
Fabrication of champion cells and modules are not tied to a particular CIGS absorber deposition technique. Champion cells have been made by coevaporation [33] and sequential-sputtering with selenization [37] . Champion modules have been made by sequential sputtering with selenization [37] at Solar Frontier, cosputtering [41] at Miasole, and coevaporation [33] at Solibro.
The difference between cell and module efficiencies for CIGS has tended to be even greater than for CdTe, although there are very few cases where a champion cell was reported for the same material used in the module. Recently, small CIGS modules have achieved efficiencies >80% of the cell efficiency, but, commonly, champion efficiencies for CIGS modules have been closer to 70% of the champion cell efficiencies, implying substantial opportunity for improvement. Experimental and modeling studies on CIGS suggest that Δη can ultimately be reduced to 1%-2% [42] , [43] , which is similar to the 90%-95% CTM efficiency ratio noted for Si. 
E. Thin-film-Other
A summary of amorphous silicon cell and module efficiencies is shown in Fig. 5 . Similar to CdTe and CIGS, in the decade between 2000 and 2010, more effort was placed on increasing manufacturing, resulting in less increase in cell efficiency. Commercial interest in amorphous silicon has been challenged by the higher efficiencies of CIGS and CdTe modules. Nevertheless, very large amorphous silicon modules (area > 14 000 cm 2 ) were demonstrated with stabilized efficiency >12% in recent years [44] . The champion efficiencies of large-area amorphous silicon modules began to approach 90% of champion cell efficiencies of that time, though a direct comparison between cells and module made on the same hardware was not found.
A summary of organic (OPV) cell and module efficiencies is shown in Fig. 6 . A champion OPV cell efficiency reached 12.1% for a 0.04 cm 2 cell in 2017 [39] , while a small-area (802 cm 2 ) module efficiency was reported to reach just 8.7% [45] . Recent efficiencies for perovskite cells are also shown in Fig. 6 . Perovskite device efficiencies have increased rapidly, leveraging knowledge gained with organic cells. The perovskites have been difficult to scale to large area, but progress is being made as evidenced by the most recent data point in Fig. 6 , which is the unstabilized efficiency for a 36 cm 2 minimodule [46] .
F. III-V
A summary of one-sun III-V cell and small-module efficiencies is shown in Fig. 7 . Commercial development of III-V cells using chemical-vapor deposition (also known as organometallic, vapor phase epitaxy, OMVPE) was originally focused on space applications, but after the year 2000, interest in concentrator cells for terrestrial applications increased, eventually resulting in small concentrator modules with efficiencies approaching 40%, as shown in Fig. 8 [47] .
In the late 1980s, after the two-junction GaInP/GaAs cell demonstrated higher efficiencies than single-junction GaAs cells, the space community rapidly moved toward multijunction technology, including both the GaInP/GaAs two-junction cells grown on germanium substrates (because of germanium's lower cost, but similar lattice constant compared with GaAs) and similar three-junction cells that incorporated an active germanium junction. Efficiencies of both one-sun and concentrator cells increased steadily after the year 2000, with champion concentrator cell efficiencies increasing ∼1%/year, on average, between 2000 and 2014.
The germanium junction of the GaInP/GaAs/Ge cell was capable of generating almost twice the photocurrent of the GaInP and GaAs junctions, implying that the addition of a 1-eV third junction [48] could increase the efficiency of a threejunction cell (by increasing the photovoltage with a similar photocurrent) or turn the three-junction GaInP/GaAs/Ge cell into a four-junction GaInP/GaAs/1-eV/Ge cell. Several strategies for assembling the multiple junctions were pursued in parallel, including the use of lattice-mismatched alloys [49] , [50] , dilute-nitride alloys [51] , and wafer bonding [52] , mechanical stacking [53] , or spectrum splitting [54] .
One approach to the 1-eV material was to allow the lattice constant to vary. For example, addition of indium to GaAs increases the lattice constant while decreasing the band gap [49] . The inverted-metamorphic (IMM) approach deposited first the lattice-matched GaInP and GaAs in an inverted configuration, then deposited a metamorphic layer to grade to the lattice constant of the 1-eV GaInAs [50] . The structure was inverted and the substrate removed during processing. The IMM approach was reported to have set its first record efficiency in 2006 with a 40%-efficient GaInP/GaAs/GaInAs cell at 143 suns concentration [55] .
The dilute-nitride approach was pursued when it was found that the addition of a small amount of nitrogen to GaAs reduced its band gap significantly, enabling a lattice-matched, 1-eV material to be grown on germanium before growth of the latticematched top cells. However, despite the apparent simplicity of this approach, the dilute nitride materials grown by OMVPE showed disappointing quality and progress was slow for many years [56] . Then, Solar Junction demonstrated that molecular beam epitaxy could grow GaInAsN with higher optoelectronic quality and in 2011 set a record of 43.5% with a three-junction cell using a dilute nitride as the third junction [51] .
Additionally, a large variety of combinations of materials have been brought together in mechanical stacks, using wafer bonding, or by spectrum splitting. The current world record is a 46%-efficient, four-junction concentrator cell with a GaInP/ GaAs cell wafer bonded by Soitec to a GaInAsP/GaInAs cell [52] . Including additional junctions has resulted in high efficiencies, but the full benefit of a five-or six-junction cell has not yet been realized.
While the bulk of III-V solar cell R&D has focused on adding more junctions, between 2010 and 2012 Alta Devices demonstrated how enhanced optical design of a single-junction GaAs cell to improve photon recycling can lead to higher photovoltages [57] . They increased the champion GaAs cell efficiency to 28.8% [58] in a short time. Alta Devices is one of the few companies exploring lower cost approaches to depositing III-V materials with the goal of addressing one-sun terrestrial applications in a cost-effective manner and, in 2016, made a 24.8% efficient single-junction GaAs module with 865 cm 2 area [39] . Sharp made a three-junction 968 cm 2 module with 31.2% efficiency in the same year [59] .
While III-V cell and module efficiencies are quite attractive, the industry is working to reduce cost, especially to keep up with the rapid cost reduction of silicon modules.
Only one III-V module >10 000 cm 2 is reported in the efficiency tables, with an efficiency of 33.5%, about 75% of the efficiency of champion cells at that time [60] .
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A. Comparison of Cell and Module Efficiencies
As discussed above, module efficiencies approach, but do not quite reach, the corresponding cell efficiencies. The dependence of efficiency on the size of cell or module coupled with the differences between using aperture, designated, or total area efficiencies introduces a few percent uncertainty in defining how to characterize the cell and module efficiencies as a function of time. This complicates the comparison between cell and module efficiencies because the effects of size and area definition may approach the difference between the cell and module efficiencies in some cases. Also, the comparison for silicon modules, for which a company can handpick a set of champion cells to assemble into a single module, is fundamentally different from the comparison for thin-film modules. For silicon, the comparison today may be between a large-area (100-250 cm 2 ) cell and a full-size (12 000-16 000 cm 2 ) module, while comparisons of older data are likely to be for smaller cells and smaller modules. Similarly, comparisons for thin-film products are often for cells <1 cm 2 and for smaller modules that are <10 000 cm 2 . Careful review of Figs. 1-8 shows that higher efficiencies tend to be reported for smaller devices for all technologies, though this does not necessarily hold universally.
Despite that the comparisons may not be equivalent between technologies or even from year to year, it is interesting to consider the difference between champion cell and module efficiencies, using the available data regardless of the size of the cells and modules. The ratio of champion module efficiency to champion cell efficiency is shown in Fig. 9 as a function of cumulative deployment volume for each of the primary technologies. The lines were derived using the champion cell and module efficiencies reported at the end of each year. Often, these efficiencies were reported by different organizations, sometimes with different types of cells. In a handful of cases, champion cell and module efficiencies were identified from the same organization within a few months, facilitating a direct comparison of module efficiencies with the efficiencies of the cells that were (presumably) used to make those modules. In these cases, points are plotted alongside of the lines in Fig. 9 .
As shown in Fig. 9 , currently, the module-to-cell efficiency ratios for crystalline silicon are ∼ 90% or slightly higher, a tremendous achievement for the community. The ratios for CdTe are falling around 84% and the data for CIGS have been increasing past 80%. The 76% data point for a multijunction III-V module shown in Fig. 9 is estimated for a large concentrator module. A small (865 cm 2 ) one-sun GaAs module achieved ∼86% of the corresponding cell efficiency, but is not shown on the graph because of the low deployment volume. None of these module efficiencies was reported for the total area of the module (most were measured using an aperture area). From the earlier figures, it is clear that both cell and module efficiencies are continuing to improve for all technologies. It is less clear whether the module-to-cell efficiency ratio will improve for all technologies.
B. Recommendations for Champion Module Efficiency Chart
A comparison of module efficiencies for all of the technologies is shown in Fig. 1 , omitting data for modules <200 cm 2 . The choice of the size range to include is challenging; the size of a commercial module today varies by technology and many champion efficiencies are reported for smaller modules. Even if a module is of a commercial size, champion specimens are not always taken from the production line, but fabricated to define what can be achieved, and record efficiencies are usually measured behind an aperture smaller than the physical module. Inclusion of "demonstration" and small modules allows us to track the technology development in a way that mirrors the Research-Cell Efficiencies Chart, providing value despite the lack of equivalence to commercial products. In Fig. 1 , we chose to include modules >200 cm 2 in order to better track the OPV development in the 2008-2009 timeframe, but we suggest that a requirement of >300 cm 2 would be preferable by requiring a "module" to be bigger than the largest silicon cells. On the other hand, even the 200 cm 2 choice does not enable us to find a perovskite module to include in the chart at this time.
In this paper, we have highlighted the value of tracking different types of silicon cells, but we have not attempted to differentiate these in Fig. 1 because of the complexity of the resulting graph. Nevertheless, there is no reason not to record information about the type of technology and to record efficiencies even when it may not be the highest efficiency in the more general technology category. The tracking of efficiencies for different types of structures may be more important for modules than for cells because commercial module development is largely driven by which structures can be made with an inexpensive manufacturing process. If an expensive process is used to set an efficiency record and less-expensive processes are required to pass that record before a new record is recorded, we lose our ability to track progress for some of the most important commercial technologies.
As discussed above, the utility of the module efficiency could be increased by requiring total-area measurements. Currently, the PIP tables report most module efficiencies based on an aperture-area measurement, while it could be quite straightforward to report total-area efficiencies, which are the values that are meaningful to the customer to calculate LCOE.
Based on the discussions above, for documenting module efficiencies, we recommend the following. 1) Creating and updating a graph similar to that in Fig. 1 to complement the existing "Best Research-Cell Efficiency" graph using module efficiency data measured at recognized calibration laboratories under standard test conditions to ensure data quality. The graph should differentiate technology type by symbol and area of each module by the size of the symbol. The data used to create the graph should be available for download as a sortable spreadsheet. 2) Defining a module (which we assume to have more than one cell) to be >300 cm 2 for inclusion in the graph, while including data in the accompanying spreadsheet for small minimodules for easy reference. 3) Recording module efficiencies if they represent an advance in efficiency for a specific size module. It should not be a requirement to surpass the efficiency of a smaller module to be included, since we would like to be able to track progress for large modules as well as small modules and both history and logic suggest that small-area modules will dominate the reported efficiencies if the size is not considered. 4) Including a total-area efficiency if it surpasses other totalarea efficiencies even if it does not surpass the record aperture-area or designated-area efficiency for that size module. 5) Creating a third graph summarizing only total-area module efficiencies as data for total-area module efficiencies become more available. 6) Recording high efficiencies for a larger number of technology categories, such as the additional categories used in Fig. 2 . These may or may not be differentiated in the Fig. 1 -type summary graph, but could be differentiated in the corresponding spreadsheet. Additionally, we recommend keeping the Best Module Efficiencies Chart consistent with the Best Research-Cell Efficiencies Chart by 1) placing similar requirements on recorded cell efficiencies as recommended for module efficiencies, including measurements done at recognized calibration laboratories, tracking a larger number of technology categories, and maintaining a spreadsheet of data that includes more information than in the summary graph; 2) recording the type of area measurement in the summary spreadsheet to encourage consideration of how this affects the results; 3) recording, as recommended for modules, total-area cell efficiencies, when relevant, even when these are lower efficiencies than shown in the historical records for smaller cells or for cells measured with designated or aperture areas.
C. Conclusion
Champion cell and module efficiencies for all photovoltaic technologies have continued to increase in recent years, with the ratio of the reported champion module efficiency to champion cell efficiency frequently exceeding 90% for crystalline silicon technologies, reaching 90% for CdTe and exceeding 80% for CIGS. The time for implementation of a new type of cell into a similar module has been highly variable, sometimes requiring 10-20 years, often reflecting the time needed to develop a lowcost manufacturing process for a given cell design.
The tracking of champion efficiencies has often excluded data for the most commercially relevant devices because of the naturally higher efficiencies that can be expected for smaller devices and for more expensive fabrication processes. Recommendations were given on how to track champion module efficiencies to best support analysis of industry progress especially with regard to recording efficiencies for large and commercially relevant modules using total-area measurements. He then joined the Solar Energy Research Institute as a Postdoctoral Fellow, applying time-resolved photoluminescence to research methods to slow hot carrier cooling in quantum confined structures. In 2000, he transitioned to the development spectroscopic ellipsometry for the study PV materials, eventually developing an extensive NREL program for in-situ spectroscopic ellipsometry to study the growth of various PV materials. In 2007, he become the Group Manager for NREL's Electro-Optical characterization group, leading a multifaceted group utilizing a wide range of electrical and spectroscopic methods to help optimize PV materials and device performance. In 2016, he became group manager for NREL's Cell and Module Performance group, leading efforts to significantly reduce uncertainty in PV cell and module performance measurements.
